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Deformation of polymer brushes made of branched macromolecules: a theoretical study 
A.K. Misorin

The work is devoted to theoretical study of polymer brushes made of arm-grafted polymer stars also called star brushes. We propose a simple mean-field theory of a star brush that takes into account its two-population structure: The stars in the brush are divided into two populations (i) those with weakly extended arms and (ii) those with a very strongly stretched grafting arm (stem) and all free arms extended toward the solvent. The theory is based on a box-like model of the brush: The brush is divided into two parts, in the inner part, close to the grafting surface, stars of weakly stretched population and stems of extended stars are found while the free arms of extended stars are located in the outer part of the brush. The polymer density profile in the brush is assumed to have a “two-step” shape. We show that the theory accurately describes earlier results of numerical self-consistent field (SCF) modeling for free star brush. We study compression of a star brush by an impenetrable plane by using the numerical SCF approach and by applying the developed mean-field theory. Again, a very good quantitative agreement is observed. In particular, it is demonstrated than deformation affects the two-population structure of the star brush; moreover, the effect essentially depends on the density at which stars are grafted: in sparsely grafted brushes the fraction of stars in the stretched population increases while in densely grafted brushes it decreases with deformation. The theory reproduces force-deformation curves obtained in SCF modeling.
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